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TERMOCREMA 30  T02-TERMOCREMA30
TERMOCREMA 60  T02-TERMOCREMA60

TERMOCREMA 30, TERMOCREMA 60, with 14 preset cycles, each processing operation occurs at the desired temperatures 
and at the optimum mixing speed. The display and the buzzer indicate when ingredients must be added and when the step has 
finished. There are 10 production cycles programmable
for specific recipes. The machine has a multi-language liquid crystal display.
The temperatures are adjustable from +1 to +105°C. Stirring may be slow, fast or intermittent. The two-part lid allows ingrendi-
ents to be added during processing and improves steam elimination. Thermal treatment is indirect with the circulation of a food 
safe heat-conducting liquid. The vat can be used half full or full.
The beater has mobile scraper elements and various stirring speeds, suitable for the specific product processed. Automatic 
recall and repetition of the cycle if power is interrupted. It produces all classic creams and 100 other cake & pastry speciality 
products. It pasteurizes the various gelato mixes.
It cooks rice pudding and varioustypes of tempered chocolate. In catering, rapid cooling, for improved preservation of various 
gastronomical products. Self-diagnosis makes technical assistance easier.

Typical buyers
Cake & pastry producers, gelato makers, chocolate makers, delicatessen, restaurants and all communities which prepare and 
offer the infinite variety of products which the cream cooker can produce.

Variable quantity treatment
Use of half or full vat.

Automates and speeds up
Automates and speeds up all 
operations requiring manual 
work, effort and time, guar-

anteeing excellent hygiene in 
the  process.

Cools and preserves
Completes pasteurization, 

preventing the growth of 
residual bacteria, holds the 

products obtained at the 
temperature required by the 
relevant regulations and put 
them under vacuum-pack if 

necessary.
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* This value is subject to variation according to the way in which the equipment is used. 
Euro-Milan reserves the right to modify the characteristics of the products illustrated in this publication without prior notice.

We accept no liability for misprints and other errors. There may be colour deviations due to the printing process.

TERMOCREMA

- Automates and speeds up all operations requiring manual work, effort and time, guaranteeing processing    
with excellent hygiene.
- Mixes, blends and stirs, at the required temperature for the necessary time and at the preset speed all 
ingredients: milk, cream, powdered milk, flour, fruit, sugar, dextrose, eggs, emulsifying agents, stabilizers, 
etc.,needed for classic creams, cake & pastry speciality products, gastronomical products and various 
mixes for speciality gelato products.
- Heats, sanitizes and cooks: melts fats, chocolate, hydrates solid parts, eliminates pathogenic bacteria 
and vaporizes excess of water.
- Tempers dark, milk and white chocolate.
- Cools, shock freezes and preserves: it completes pasteurization, preventing the growth of residual 
bacteria and holds the products obtained at the temperature required by the relevant regulations.

Two-part lid
Transparent two-part lid that can be  opened without 

interrupting the mixing. Different stirring speeds of the 
beater according to the specific product.

Electronics with multi-language liquid-crystal display
With 14 preset automatic programmes. Each operation occurs at the desired 

temperatures and at the optimal mixing speed. The display or the buzzer 
indicate when ingredients must be added and when the step is finished. There 

are also 10 programmables cycles for personal recipes. Automatic recall and 
repetition of the last cycle in case of power failure.

Mixes, blends and stirs
Mixes, blends and stirs,  at the required temperature, for the necessary time 
and at the preset speed, all ingredients: milk, cream, powdered milk, flours, 
fruit, sugar, dextrose, eggs, emulsifying agents, stabilizers, etc. needed for the 
classic creams, cake & pastry specialities, gastronomical products and various 
mixes for gelato specialities.

MODEL                      WXDXH ELECTRICAL                            CONDENSATION         MAX. MIX PER CYCLE KG L WORK CYCLE MIN
TERMOCREMA 30      55x65x115 cm kW 4,5 V 220 - 60Hz - 3ph            air/water                    15÷30                                          90÷130
TERMOCREMA 60      55x65x120 cm kW 9 V 220 - 60Hz - 3ph                 water                    30÷60                                          90÷130


